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ExploreExplore

respect for our planet.

The 'Octopus' collection enlightens a feeling of freedom. 

For some it may carry even wisdom. These timeless 

garments are inspired by a truly great animal.

The octopus colors and unique patterns will make you 

shine. Feel vibrant and powerful with these unique 

garments. Carefully produced with the highest

Sophisticated  and 100 % planet-friendly

Octopus

The octopus can be called teacher of humanity. 

These intelligent creatures are both beautiful 

and intelligent. This collection is an homage to 

the sea, to the oceans, to the waters that makes 

life possible.

Eluxe Magazine - Best Fashion or Beauty Luxury Brand of the Year Winner

“This sophisticated label truly embraces luxury 

fashion in a sustainable and animal-free way.”
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For a refined look that'll take you from presentations to parties, this 

dress means business. Stay smart with a midi length, and bring your 

best e�ortless elegance with the waist belt and fit-and-flare shape. �e 

long sleeves and eye-catching prints seal the deal. It's crafted from soft 

sustainable wood silk, this is a new environmentally friendly fiber 

within minimal pollution in the manufacturing process.

  - COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Slovenia (EU)

DESCRIPTION: 

SIZE:   S, M, L, XL, XXL

WHY WE LOVE IT

DETAILS: - COMPOSITION: 100% ENKA viscose

  - BUTTONS: 100% corozo, vegetable buttons

Art. 028- MOSD
Midi Octopus Shirt Dress

For a refined look that'll take you from work to events, this dress means 

business. Stay smart with a midi length, and bring your best e�ortless 

elegance with the waist belt and fit-and-flare shape.  It's crafted from 

soft sustainable wood silk, this is a new environmentally friendly fiber 

within minimal pollution in the manufacturing process.

  - BUTTONS: 100% corozo, vegetable buttons

  - COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Slovenia (EU)

SIZE:   S, M, L, XL, XXL

WHY WE LOVE IT

DESCRIPTION: 

DETAILS: - COMPOSITION: 100% ENKA viscose

Art. 028- MSD
Midi Shirt Dress 



For a refined look that'll take you from presentations to parties, this 

dress means business. Stay smart with a midi length, and bring your 

best e�ortless elegance with the waist belt and fit-and-flare shape. �e 

long sleeves and eye-catching prints seal the deal. It's crafted from soft 

sustainable wood silk, this is a new environmentally friendly fiber 

within minimal pollution in the manufacturing process.

  - COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Slovenia (EU)

DESCRIPTION: 

SIZE:   S, M, L, XL, XXL

WHY WE LOVE IT

DETAILS: - COMPOSITION: 100% ENKA viscose

  - BUTTONS: 100% corozo, vegetable buttons

Art. 028- MOSD
Midi Octopus Shirt Dress

For a refined look that'll take you from work to events, this dress means 

business. Stay smart with a midi length, and bring your best e�ortless 

elegance with the waist belt and fit-and-flare shape.  It's crafted from 

soft sustainable wood silk, this is a new environmentally friendly fiber 

within minimal pollution in the manufacturing process.

  - BUTTONS: 100% corozo, vegetable buttons

  - COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Slovenia (EU)

SIZE:   S, M, L, XL, XXL

WHY WE LOVE IT

DESCRIPTION: 

DETAILS: - COMPOSITION: 100% ENKA viscose

Art. 028- MSD
Midi Shirt Dress 



DESCRIPTION: 

WHY WE LOVE IT

With the Benedetti Life easy elegance of a full skirt and the smartness of 

a shirt, this long dress is a high achiever. We've crafted it from 

lightweight bamboo silk and a classic tailored finish comes courtesy of 

longsleeves. �is is where comfort meets style and sustainability.

SIZE:   S, M, L, XL, XXL

DETAILS: - COMPOSITION: 100% Bamboo silk

 - BUTTON: 100% corozo, vegetable buttons

 - PRINT: water-based digital printingin Italy

 - COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Slovenia (EU)

Art. 046-OSD
Octopus Bamboo Shirt Dress

WHY WE LOVE IT

DESCRIPTION: 

With the Benedetti Life easy elegance of a full skirt and the smartness of 

a shirt, this long dress is a high achiever. We've crafted it from 

lightweight bamboo jersey and a classic tailored finish comes courtesy 

of longsleeves.  �is is where comfort meets style and sustainability.

SIZE:   S, M, L, XL, XXL

DETAILS: - COMPOSITION: 95% bamboo 5% spandex

 - BUTTON: 100% corozo, vegetable buttons

 - COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Slovenia (EU)

Art. 046-LOSD
Long Bamboo Shirt Dress 



DESCRIPTION: 

WHY WE LOVE IT

With the Benedetti Life easy elegance of a full skirt and the smartness of 

a shirt, this long dress is a high achiever. We've crafted it from 

lightweight bamboo silk and a classic tailored finish comes courtesy of 

longsleeves. �is is where comfort meets style and sustainability.

SIZE:   S, M, L, XL, XXL

DETAILS: - COMPOSITION: 100% Bamboo silk

 - BUTTON: 100% corozo, vegetable buttons

 - PRINT: water-based digital printingin Italy

 - COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Slovenia (EU)

Art. 046-OSD
Octopus Bamboo Shirt Dress

WHY WE LOVE IT

DESCRIPTION: 

With the Benedetti Life easy elegance of a full skirt and the smartness of 

a shirt, this long dress is a high achiever. We've crafted it from 

lightweight bamboo jersey and a classic tailored finish comes courtesy 

of longsleeves.  �is is where comfort meets style and sustainability.

SIZE:   S, M, L, XL, XXL

DETAILS: - COMPOSITION: 95% bamboo 5% spandex

 - BUTTON: 100% corozo, vegetable buttons

 - COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Slovenia (EU)

Art. 046-LOSD
Long Bamboo Shirt Dress 



You know that amazing feeling when you try on a dress that drapes like 

a dream? �is supremely comfortable bamboo jersey number will give 

you just that. �e classic feminine elegance of the beautiful blue 

octopus print, long sleeves, unlined, breathable and antibacterial soft 

fabric.

DESCRIPTION: 

WHY WE LOVE IT

SIZE:   S, M, L, XL, XXL

DETAILS: - COMPOSITION: 95% bamboo 5%spandex

 - COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Slovenia (EU)

 - PRINT: water-based digital printingin Italy

Art. 016- OVD
Octopus Vegan Dress

DESCRIPTION: 

 - COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Slovenia (EU)

You know that amazing feeling when you try on a dress that drapes like 

a dream? �is supremely comfortable bamboo jersey number will give 

you just that. �e classic feminine elegance, long sleeves, unlined, 

breathable and antibacterial soft fabric.

DETAILS: - COMPOSITION: 95% bamboo 5%spandex

WHY WE LOVE IT

SIZE:   S, M, L, XL, XXL

Art. 016- VD
Vegan Jersey Dress 



You know that amazing feeling when you try on a dress that drapes like 

a dream? �is supremely comfortable bamboo jersey number will give 

you just that. �e classic feminine elegance of the beautiful blue 

octopus print, long sleeves, unlined, breathable and antibacterial soft 

fabric.

DESCRIPTION: 

WHY WE LOVE IT

SIZE:   S, M, L, XL, XXL

DETAILS: - COMPOSITION: 95% bamboo 5%spandex

 - COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Slovenia (EU)

 - PRINT: water-based digital printingin Italy

Art. 016- OVD
Octopus Vegan Dress

DESCRIPTION: 

 - COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Slovenia (EU)

You know that amazing feeling when you try on a dress that drapes like 

a dream? �is supremely comfortable bamboo jersey number will give 

you just that. �e classic feminine elegance, long sleeves, unlined, 

breathable and antibacterial soft fabric.

DETAILS: - COMPOSITION: 95% bamboo 5%spandex

WHY WE LOVE IT

SIZE:   S, M, L, XL, XXL

Art. 016- VD
Vegan Jersey Dress 



 - COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Slovenia (EU)

SIZE:   S, M, L, XL, XXL

DETAILS: - COMPOSITION: 100% organic cotton, GOTS

DESCRIPTION: 

WHY WE LOVE IT

�is organic cotton midi dress is an instant statement maker. Its 

distinctive octopus print (designed in-house) makes striking use of 

blue colours. For elegant drape, we've crafted it from superstrong fabric  

-for timeless wear. Pockets at the hip add the perfect casual note to this 

smart look..

Art. 058-COD
Chic Organic Dress

DESCRIPTION: 

WHY WE LOVE IT

With a flattering boat neck and figure-skimming shift shape, this 

organic cotton  dress is ready for everyday-anywhere duty. A classic 

with a twist, it has an embroidery on the front that adds a modern touch 

to a short dress. But the best bit? It's made from supersoft cotton for 

easy-wearing comfort.

SIZE:   S, M, L, XL, XXL

DETAILS: - COMPOSITION: 100% organic cotton, GOTS

 - COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Slovenia (EU)

Art. 059- OOD
Organic Octopus Dress 



 - COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Slovenia (EU)

SIZE:   S, M, L, XL, XXL

DETAILS: - COMPOSITION: 100% organic cotton, GOTS

DESCRIPTION: 

WHY WE LOVE IT

�is organic cotton midi dress is an instant statement maker. Its 

distinctive octopus print (designed in-house) makes striking use of 

blue colours. For elegant drape, we've crafted it from superstrong fabric  

-for timeless wear. Pockets at the hip add the perfect casual note to this 

smart look..

Art. 058-COD
Chic Organic Dress

DESCRIPTION: 

WHY WE LOVE IT

With a flattering boat neck and figure-skimming shift shape, this 

organic cotton  dress is ready for everyday-anywhere duty. A classic 

with a twist, it has an embroidery on the front that adds a modern touch 

to a short dress. But the best bit? It's made from supersoft cotton for 

easy-wearing comfort.

SIZE:   S, M, L, XL, XXL

DETAILS: - COMPOSITION: 100% organic cotton, GOTS

 - COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Slovenia (EU)

Art. 059- OOD
Organic Octopus Dress 



 - PRINTED: in Italy

WHY WE LOVE IT

 - PRINT: water-based digital printing

SIZE: S, M, L, XL, XXL

 - MOTIF: octopus

Benedetti Life's a�nity for confident feminine silhouettes echoes 

through this plant based silk and organic cotton long dress. A modern 

take on an iconic neckline and a deep backline. �e pattern is unique 

designed and inspired by an octopus.

 - COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Slovenia (EU)

DESCRIPTION: 

DETAILS: - COMPOSITION: 100% Enka

Art. 056-OLD
Octopus Long Dress  

WHY WE LOVE IT

SIZE:  ,   S, M, L XL, XXL

 -COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Slovenia (EU)

DESCRIPTION: 

When you feel like making a statement, turn to this sustainable and 

animal free masterpiece of fashion luxury. �is wood silk evening dress 

was reprised in the Octopus look book. It's crafted locally from wood 

silk. Pair it with a glittering evening clutch for a glamorous evening 

occasion.

DETAILS: - COMPOSITION:  100% ENKA viscose

Art. 038-WOED
Wood Silk-blend Octopus Evening Dress  



 - PRINTED: in Italy

WHY WE LOVE IT

 - PRINT: water-based digital printing

SIZE: S, M, L, XL, XXL

 - MOTIF: octopus

Benedetti Life's a�nity for confident feminine silhouettes echoes 

through this plant based silk and organic cotton long dress. A modern 

take on an iconic neckline and a deep backline. �e pattern is unique 

designed and inspired by an octopus.

 - COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Slovenia (EU)

DESCRIPTION: 

DETAILS: - COMPOSITION: 100% Enka

Art. 056-OLD
Octopus Long Dress  

WHY WE LOVE IT

SIZE:  ,   S, M, L XL, XXL

 -COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Slovenia (EU)

DESCRIPTION: 

When you feel like making a statement, turn to this sustainable and 

animal free masterpiece of fashion luxury. �is wood silk evening dress 

was reprised in the Octopus look book. It's crafted locally from wood 

silk. Pair it with a glittering evening clutch for a glamorous evening 

occasion.

DETAILS: - COMPOSITION:  100% ENKA viscose

Art. 038-WOED
Wood Silk-blend Octopus Evening Dress  



DESCRIPTION: 

When you feel like making a statement, turn to this sustainable and 

animal free masterpiece of fashion luxury. �is wood silk evening dress 

was reprised in the Octopus look book. It's crafted locally from wood 

silk. Pair it with a glittering evening clutch for a glamorous evening 

occasion.

WHY WE LOVE IT

DETAILS: - COMPOSITION:  100% ENKA viscose

SIZE: S, M, L, XL, XXL

 -COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Slovenia (EU)

Art. 038-WSED
Wood Silk-blend Evening Dress  

DESCRIPTION: 

WHY WE LOVE IT

For anelegant look that'll take you to parties, this dress means 

sustainable luxury. Eye-catching octopus prints on animal free textile 

seal the deal. It's crafted locally from wood silk. Pair it with a glittering 

evening clutch for a glamorous evening occasion.

SIZE:  ,   S, M, L XL, XXL

 -COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Slovenia (EU)

DETAILS: - COMPOSITION:  100% ENKA viscose

Art. 002-LOSD
Long Octopus Wood Silk Dress  



DESCRIPTION: 

When you feel like making a statement, turn to this sustainable and 

animal free masterpiece of fashion luxury. �is wood silk evening dress 

was reprised in the Octopus look book. It's crafted locally from wood 

silk. Pair it with a glittering evening clutch for a glamorous evening 

occasion.

WHY WE LOVE IT

DETAILS: - COMPOSITION:  100% ENKA viscose

SIZE: S, M, L, XL, XXL

 -COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Slovenia (EU)

Art. 038-WSED
Wood Silk-blend Evening Dress  

DESCRIPTION: 

WHY WE LOVE IT

For anelegant look that'll take you to parties, this dress means 

sustainable luxury. Eye-catching octopus prints on animal free textile 

seal the deal. It's crafted locally from wood silk. Pair it with a glittering 

evening clutch for a glamorous evening occasion.

SIZE:  ,   S, M, L XL, XXL

 -COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Slovenia (EU)

DETAILS: - COMPOSITION:  100% ENKA viscose

Art. 002-LOSD
Long Octopus Wood Silk Dress  



DESCRIPTION: 

WHY WE LOVE IT

When you feel like making a statementthis dress means sustainable 

luxury without harming animal life. It's crafted locally from wood silk. 

Pair it with a glittering evening clutch for a glamorous evening 

occasion.

SIZE: S, M, L, XL, XXL

DETAILS: - COMPOSITION:  100% ENKA viscose

 -COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Slovenia (EU)

Art. 002-LSD
Long Wood Silk Dress  

SIZE:  ,   S, M, L XL, XXL

 - MOTIF: octopus

 - COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Slovenia (EU)

 - PRINT: water-based digital printing

Benedetti Life's a�nity for confident feminine silhouettes echoes 

through this organic cotton long dress. A modern take on a heritage 

silhouette, this long dress features padded shoulders, an iconic neckline 

and a deep backline.

WHY WE LOVE IT

DESCRIPTION: 

DETAILS: - COMPOSITION: 100% organic cotton, GOTS

 - PRINTED: in Italy

Art. 055-OLD
Octopus Long Dress  



DESCRIPTION: 

WHY WE LOVE IT

When you feel like making a statementthis dress means sustainable 

luxury without harming animal life. It's crafted locally from wood silk. 

Pair it with a glittering evening clutch for a glamorous evening 

occasion.

SIZE: S, M, L, XL, XXL

DETAILS: - COMPOSITION:  100% ENKA viscose

 -COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Slovenia (EU)

Art. 002-LSD
Long Wood Silk Dress  

SIZE:  ,   S, M, L XL, XXL

 - MOTIF: octopus

 - COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Slovenia (EU)

 - PRINT: water-based digital printing

Benedetti Life's a�nity for confident feminine silhouettes echoes 

through this organic cotton long dress. A modern take on a heritage 

silhouette, this long dress features padded shoulders, an iconic neckline 

and a deep backline.

WHY WE LOVE IT

DESCRIPTION: 

DETAILS: - COMPOSITION: 100% organic cotton, GOTS

 - PRINTED: in Italy

Art. 055-OLD
Octopus Long Dress  
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WHY WE LOVE IT

Full and floaty, this midi organic cotton skirt adds breeziness to warm-

weather looks. Look out for convenient side pockets tucked into the 

seams. Supersoft organic cotton fabric means it's comfortable and 

breathable, too. Team it with a tucked-in blouse and stiletto sandals to 

attend an afternoon event. Back zip closure and no appliques with 

pockets and environment friendly.

SIZE:   S, M, L, XL, XXL

DETAILS: - COMPOSITION: 100% organic cotton

DESCRIPTION: 

 - DYEING: with GOTS certified coloursin Italy

 - COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Slovenia (EU)

Art. 011- LPS
Long Organic Skirt

DETAILS: - COMPOSITION: 100% organic cotton

DESCRIPTION: 

WHY WE LOVE IT

Full and floaty, this midi organic cotton skirt adds breeziness to warm-

weather looks. Look out for convenient side pockets tucked into the 

seams. Supersoft organic cotton fabric means it's comfortable and 

breathable, too. Team it with a tucked-in blouse and stiletto sandals to 

attend an afternoon event. Back zip closure and no appliques with 

pockets and environment friendly.

SIZE:   S, M, L, XL, XXL

 - DYEING: with GOTS certified coloursin Italy

 - COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Slovenia (EU)

Art. 011- LOMS
Long Organic Skirt 



WHY WE LOVE IT

Full and floaty, this midi organic cotton skirt adds breeziness to warm-

weather looks. Look out for convenient side pockets tucked into the 

seams. Supersoft organic cotton fabric means it's comfortable and 

breathable, too. Team it with a tucked-in blouse and stiletto sandals to 

attend an afternoon event. Back zip closure and no appliques with 

pockets and environment friendly.

SIZE:   S, M, L, XL, XXL

DETAILS: - COMPOSITION: 100% organic cotton

DESCRIPTION: 

 - DYEING: with GOTS certified coloursin Italy

 - COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Slovenia (EU)

Art. 011- LPS
Long Organic Skirt

DETAILS: - COMPOSITION: 100% organic cotton

DESCRIPTION: 

WHY WE LOVE IT

Full and floaty, this midi organic cotton skirt adds breeziness to warm-

weather looks. Look out for convenient side pockets tucked into the 

seams. Supersoft organic cotton fabric means it's comfortable and 

breathable, too. Team it with a tucked-in blouse and stiletto sandals to 

attend an afternoon event. Back zip closure and no appliques with 

pockets and environment friendly.

SIZE:   S, M, L, XL, XXL

 - DYEING: with GOTS certified coloursin Italy

 - COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Slovenia (EU)

Art. 011- LOMS
Long Organic Skirt 



SIZE:   S, M, L, XL, XXL

DESCRIPTION: 

WHY WE LOVE IT

      100% organic cotton, GOTS

 - COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Slovenia (EU)

Benedetti Life's penchant for working a couture perspective into 

ready-to-wear designs is realised in this black skirt. It's crafted from 

soothing light organic cotton and environment friendly wood textile 

Enka, to an exaggerated silhouette with undulating ru�ed tiers and 

sits high on the waist. Team it with the matching bustier top and 

stilettos for a high-octane edit.

DETAILS: -  COMPOSITION: 100% ENKA viscose

Art. 014- SS
Short Skirt

WHY WE LOVE IT

Benedetti Life's penchant for working a couture perspective into 

ready-to-wear designs is realised in this octopus skirt. It's crafted from 

soothing light organic cotton and animal free  wood silk, to an 

exaggerated silhouette with undulating ru�ed tiers and sits high on the 

waist. Team it with the matching bustier top and stilettos for a high-

octane edit.

DETAILS: -  COMPOSITION: 100% ENKA viscose

 - COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Slovenia (EU)

SIZE:   S, M, L, XL, XXL

DESCRIPTION: 

      100% organic cotton, GOTS

Art. 014- OSS
Short Octopus Eco Skirt 



SIZE:   S, M, L, XL, XXL

DESCRIPTION: 

WHY WE LOVE IT

      100% organic cotton, GOTS

 - COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Slovenia (EU)

Benedetti Life's penchant for working a couture perspective into 

ready-to-wear designs is realised in this black skirt. It's crafted from 

soothing light organic cotton and environment friendly wood textile 

Enka, to an exaggerated silhouette with undulating ru�ed tiers and 

sits high on the waist. Team it with the matching bustier top and 

stilettos for a high-octane edit.

DETAILS: -  COMPOSITION: 100% ENKA viscose

Art. 014- SS
Short Skirt

WHY WE LOVE IT

Benedetti Life's penchant for working a couture perspective into 

ready-to-wear designs is realised in this octopus skirt. It's crafted from 

soothing light organic cotton and animal free  wood silk, to an 

exaggerated silhouette with undulating ru�ed tiers and sits high on the 

waist. Team it with the matching bustier top and stilettos for a high-

octane edit.

DETAILS: -  COMPOSITION: 100% ENKA viscose

 - COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Slovenia (EU)

SIZE:   S, M, L, XL, XXL

DESCRIPTION: 

      100% organic cotton, GOTS

Art. 014- OSS
Short Octopus Eco Skirt 



SIZE:   S, M, L, XL, XXL

DESCRIPTION: 

WHY WE LOVE IT

Say goodbye to boring work clothes with our sleek, modern, midi skirt. 

Coordinate with our blazers – it's so comfortable you'll even last for a 

post-work. �e skirt is crafted from mid-weight organic cotton and 

shaped with a flattering low-rise waist to a classic -pocket silhouette. 

DETAILS: - COMPOSITION: 100% organic cotton, GOTS

 - COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Slovenia (EU)

Art. 048-OMS
Organic Midi Skirt

DESCRIPTION: 

SIZE:   S, M, L, XL, XXL

 - COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Slovenia (EU)

�is mini organic skirt gets you ready for casual days. We've crafted 

this style from slightly heavy cotton-rich fabric, making it soft and 

super-comfortable. 

DETAILS: - COMPOSITION: 100% organic cotton, GOTS

WHY WE LOVE IT

Art. 019-OOMS
Organic Octopus Midi Skirt 



SIZE:   S, M, L, XL, XXL

DESCRIPTION: 

WHY WE LOVE IT

Say goodbye to boring work clothes with our sleek, modern, midi skirt. 

Coordinate with our blazers – it's so comfortable you'll even last for a 

post-work. �e skirt is crafted from mid-weight organic cotton and 

shaped with a flattering low-rise waist to a classic -pocket silhouette. 

DETAILS: - COMPOSITION: 100% organic cotton, GOTS

 - COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Slovenia (EU)

Art. 048-OMS
Organic Midi Skirt

DESCRIPTION: 

SIZE:   S, M, L, XL, XXL

 - COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Slovenia (EU)

�is mini organic skirt gets you ready for casual days. We've crafted 

this style from slightly heavy cotton-rich fabric, making it soft and 

super-comfortable. 

DETAILS: - COMPOSITION: 100% organic cotton, GOTS

WHY WE LOVE IT

Art. 019-OOMS
Organic Octopus Midi Skirt 



SIZE:   S, M, L, XL, XXL

 - LINNING: 100% organic cotton, GOTS

 - COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Slovenia (EU)

DETAILS: - COMPOSITION: 80% pineapple leaves 20% PLA

 - ZIP: Made in Italy

DESCRIPTION: 

�e modern style you'll want on hand – day or night, Monday to 

Sunday. Our vegan leather pencil skirt is somehow both perfectly fitted 

and incredibly elegant. Piñatex® represents the latest technological 

solution in the search for a biodegradable replacement for leather.

WHY WE LOVE IT

Art. 057-PPS
Pineapple Leather Pencil Skirt

DESCRIPTION: 

 - PRINT: water-based digital printingin Italy

With two pockets and utility-inspired details, this mini skirt gets you 

ready for casual days. We've crafted this style from organic cotton-rich 

fabric, making it soft and super-comfortable. 

WHY WE LOVE IT

SIZE:   S, M, L, XL, XXL

DETAILS: - COMPOSITION: 100% organic cotton, GOTS

 - COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Slovenia (EU)

Art. 061-OMS
Organic Mini Skirt 



SIZE:   S, M, L, XL, XXL

 - LINNING: 100% organic cotton, GOTS

 - COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Slovenia (EU)

DETAILS: - COMPOSITION: 80% pineapple leaves 20% PLA

 - ZIP: Made in Italy

DESCRIPTION: 

�e modern style you'll want on hand – day or night, Monday to 

Sunday. Our vegan leather pencil skirt is somehow both perfectly fitted 

and incredibly elegant. Piñatex® represents the latest technological 

solution in the search for a biodegradable replacement for leather.

WHY WE LOVE IT

Art. 057-PPS
Pineapple Leather Pencil Skirt

DESCRIPTION: 

 - PRINT: water-based digital printingin Italy

With two pockets and utility-inspired details, this mini skirt gets you 

ready for casual days. We've crafted this style from organic cotton-rich 

fabric, making it soft and super-comfortable. 

WHY WE LOVE IT

SIZE:   S, M, L, XL, XXL

DETAILS: - COMPOSITION: 100% organic cotton, GOTS

 - COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Slovenia (EU)

Art. 061-OMS
Organic Mini Skirt 



DETAILS: - COMPOSITION: 100% Bamboo silk

 - PRINT: water-based digital printingin Italy

SIZE: S, M, L, XL, 

DESCRIPTION: 

WHY WE LOVE IT

 - COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Slovenia (EU)

Crafted from a bamboo silk that feels soft and smooth, this waist 

octopus skirt is both elegant and comfortable. Say goodbye to boring 

work clothes with our sleek, modern, midi skirt.

Art. 062-BWS
Bamboo Silk Waist Skirt

�is timeless elegantvegan coat is made with organic cotton and is such 

a joy to wear, it's set to become a year-after-year hero. Fully lined, is 

seriously comfortable to wear.

 - COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Slovenia (EU)

DESCRIPTION: 

WHY WE LOVE IT

SIZE: S, M, L, XL, XXL

 - BUTTONS: 100% corozo, vegetable buttons

 - LINING: 100% organic cotton, GOTS

DETAILS: - COMPOSITION: 100% organic cotton, GOTS

Art. 060-OC
Organic Coat  



DETAILS: - COMPOSITION: 100% Bamboo silk

 - PRINT: water-based digital printingin Italy

SIZE: S, M, L, XL, 

DESCRIPTION: 

WHY WE LOVE IT

 - COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Slovenia (EU)

Crafted from a bamboo silk that feels soft and smooth, this waist 

octopus skirt is both elegant and comfortable. Say goodbye to boring 

work clothes with our sleek, modern, midi skirt.

Art. 062-BWS
Bamboo Silk Waist Skirt

�is timeless elegantvegan coat is made with organic cotton and is such 

a joy to wear, it's set to become a year-after-year hero. Fully lined, is 

seriously comfortable to wear.

 - COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Slovenia (EU)

DESCRIPTION: 

WHY WE LOVE IT

SIZE: S, M, L, XL, XXL

 - BUTTONS: 100% corozo, vegetable buttons

 - LINING: 100% organic cotton, GOTS

DETAILS: - COMPOSITION: 100% organic cotton, GOTS

Art. 060-OC
Organic Coat  



DESCRIPTION: 

WHY WE LOVE IT

SIZE: ONE SIZE

DETAILS: - COMPOSITION: 100% organic cotton, GOTS

 - BUTTONS: 100% corozo, vegetable buttons

 - COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Slovenia (EU)

It's always the right moment to up your oversize trench coat game. It is 

crafted locally from smooth GOTS-certified organic cotton - the 

highest standard for clean cotton production. It features large notch 

lapels, buttoned epaulettes and a buckled belt that cinches in the waist 

below the storm flap. Layer it over tailored separates with vegan 

platform sandals to evoke a bygone-era elegance.

Art. 035- OOTC
Organic Oversize Trench Coat 

DESCRIPTION: 

WHY WE LOVE IT

DETAILS: - COMPOSITION: 100% organic cotton, GOTS
 - PRINT: water-based digital printingin Italy

Every wardrobe needs a trench coat, and this one o�ers the kind of 
elegance that never goes out of fashion. Benedetti Life's oversize coat is 
crafted in Slovenia from smooth GOTS-certified organic cotton – the 
highest standard for clean cotton production. It features large notch 
lapels, buttoned epaulettes and a buckled belt that cinches in the waist 
below the storm flap. 

SIZE: ONE SIZE

 - BUTTONS: 100% corozo, vegetable buttons
 - COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Slovenia (EU)

Art. 035- OOTC
Octopus Oversize Trench Coat  



DESCRIPTION: 

WHY WE LOVE IT

SIZE: ONE SIZE

DETAILS: - COMPOSITION: 100% organic cotton, GOTS

 - BUTTONS: 100% corozo, vegetable buttons

 - COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Slovenia (EU)

It's always the right moment to up your oversize trench coat game. It is 

crafted locally from smooth GOTS-certified organic cotton - the 

highest standard for clean cotton production. It features large notch 

lapels, buttoned epaulettes and a buckled belt that cinches in the waist 

below the storm flap. Layer it over tailored separates with vegan 

platform sandals to evoke a bygone-era elegance.

Art. 035- OOTC
Organic Oversize Trench Coat 

DESCRIPTION: 

WHY WE LOVE IT

DETAILS: - COMPOSITION: 100% organic cotton, GOTS
 - PRINT: water-based digital printingin Italy

Every wardrobe needs a trench coat, and this one o�ers the kind of 
elegance that never goes out of fashion. Benedetti Life's oversize coat is 
crafted in Slovenia from smooth GOTS-certified organic cotton – the 
highest standard for clean cotton production. It features large notch 
lapels, buttoned epaulettes and a buckled belt that cinches in the waist 
below the storm flap. 

SIZE: ONE SIZE

 - BUTTONS: 100% corozo, vegetable buttons
 - COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Slovenia (EU)

Art. 035- OOTC
Octopus Oversize Trench Coat  



Jumpsuits &
Pyjama

Jumpsuits & Pyjama



Jumpsuits &
Pyjama

Jumpsuits & Pyjama



WHY WE LOVE IT

 - COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Slovenia (EU)

SIZE: ,   S, M, L, XL, XXL XXXL

�e modern style you'll want on hand – day or night, Monday to 

Sunday. Our vegan leather pencil skirt is somehow both perfectly fitted 

and incredibly elegant. Piñatex® represents the latest technological 

solution in the search for a biodegradable replacement for leather.

DETAILS: - COMPOSITION: 100% ENKA viscose

DESCRIPTION: 

Art. 047- OVSJ
Octopus Vegan Silk Jumpsuit

DESCRIPTION: 

Benedetti Life's octopus jumpsuit is laid-back and comfortable, yet still 

looks put together. It's made from environment friendly wood silk Enka 

in a relaxed silhouette and has a drawstring waist. Wear it while 

working from home or in the evening in high hills.

WHY WE LOVE IT

SIZE: ,   S, M, L, XL, XXL XXXL

DETAILS: - COMPOSITION: 100% ENKA viscose

 - COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Slovenia (EU)

Art. 047- VSJ
Organic Mini Skirt 



WHY WE LOVE IT

 - COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Slovenia (EU)

SIZE: ,   S, M, L, XL, XXL XXXL

�e modern style you'll want on hand – day or night, Monday to 

Sunday. Our vegan leather pencil skirt is somehow both perfectly fitted 

and incredibly elegant. Piñatex® represents the latest technological 

solution in the search for a biodegradable replacement for leather.

DETAILS: - COMPOSITION: 100% ENKA viscose

DESCRIPTION: 

Art. 047- OVSJ
Octopus Vegan Silk Jumpsuit

DESCRIPTION: 

Benedetti Life's octopus jumpsuit is laid-back and comfortable, yet still 

looks put together. It's made from environment friendly wood silk Enka 

in a relaxed silhouette and has a drawstring waist. Wear it while 

working from home or in the evening in high hills.

WHY WE LOVE IT

SIZE: ,   S, M, L, XL, XXL XXXL

DETAILS: - COMPOSITION: 100% ENKA viscose

 - COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Slovenia (EU)

Art. 047- VSJ
Organic Mini Skirt 



DESCRIPTION: 

WHY WE LOVE IT

SIZE:   S, M, L, XL, XXL

Benedetti Life taps the sleepwear-as-daywear trend with this octopus 

pyjama blouse and trousers. It's locally from wood silk to a loose 

silhouette that is constructed with welted pockets and a buttoned front. 

Wear it with di�erent trousers for maximalist appeal as a daywear.

 - COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Slovenia (EU)

 - BUTTONS: 100% corozo,vegetable buttons

DETAILS: - COMPOSITION: 100% ENKA viscose

Art. 033- OWP
Octopus Wood Silk Pyjama

Blouses &
Vests

Blouses & Vests



DESCRIPTION: 

WHY WE LOVE IT

SIZE:   S, M, L, XL, XXL

Benedetti Life taps the sleepwear-as-daywear trend with this octopus 

pyjama blouse and trousers. It's locally from wood silk to a loose 

silhouette that is constructed with welted pockets and a buttoned front. 

Wear it with di�erent trousers for maximalist appeal as a daywear.

 - COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Slovenia (EU)

 - BUTTONS: 100% corozo,vegetable buttons

DETAILS: - COMPOSITION: 100% ENKA viscose

Art. 033- OWP
Octopus Wood Silk Pyjama

Blouses &
Vests

Blouses & Vests



DESCRIPTION: 

WHY WE LOVE IT

Benedetti Life's octopus blouse is shaped to an oversized silhouette for a 

carefree feel. It's crafted locally  from sustainable wood silk and given a 

hint of femininity and a stylish example. �e fabric is light, skin 

friendly and breathable.

 - BUTTONS: 100% corozo

DETAILS: - COMPOSITION: 100% ENKA viscose

 - COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Slovenia (EU)

SIZE: ONE SIZE 

Art. 017- OOB
Octopus Oversize Light Blouse

SIZE: ONE SIZE

DESCRIPTION: 

WHY WE LOVE IT

DETAILS: - COMPOSITION: 100% organic cotton, GOTS

 - BUTTONS: 100% corozo

Benedetti Life's light blouse is shaped to an oversized silhouette for a 

carefree feel. It's crafted locally from organic cotton and given a hint of 

femininity and a stylish example. Tuck it into the house's checked 

waterfall skirt and team with statement heels in an unexpected hue.

 - DYEING: with GOTS certified colors in Italy

 - COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Slovenia (EU)

Art. 017- OLB
Oversize Light Blouse 



DESCRIPTION: 

WHY WE LOVE IT

Benedetti Life's octopus blouse is shaped to an oversized silhouette for a 

carefree feel. It's crafted locally  from sustainable wood silk and given a 

hint of femininity and a stylish example. �e fabric is light, skin 

friendly and breathable.

 - BUTTONS: 100% corozo

DETAILS: - COMPOSITION: 100% ENKA viscose

 - COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Slovenia (EU)

SIZE: ONE SIZE 

Art. 017- OOB
Octopus Oversize Light Blouse

SIZE: ONE SIZE

DESCRIPTION: 

WHY WE LOVE IT

DETAILS: - COMPOSITION: 100% organic cotton, GOTS

 - BUTTONS: 100% corozo

Benedetti Life's light blouse is shaped to an oversized silhouette for a 

carefree feel. It's crafted locally from organic cotton and given a hint of 

femininity and a stylish example. Tuck it into the house's checked 

waterfall skirt and team with statement heels in an unexpected hue.

 - DYEING: with GOTS certified colors in Italy

 - COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Slovenia (EU)

Art. 017- OLB
Oversize Light Blouse 



DESCRIPTION: 

WHY WE LOVE IT

SIZE: S, M, L, XL, XXL 

 - BUTTONS: 100% corozo, vegetable buttons

DETAILS: - COMPOSITION: 100% Bamboo silk

Benedetti Life's white blouse is crafted from fluid bamboo silk with a 

neat point collar and a concealed front placket for a pared-back look. 

Team it with slim-leg trousers and platform sandals to tap the house's 

romantic verve.

 - COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Slovenia (EU)

Art. 029- BSB
Bamboo Silk Blouse

 - COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Slovenia (EU)

WHY WE LOVE IT

Benedetti Life's blouse is crafted from fluid wood silk with a neat point 

collar and a concealed front placket for a pared-back look. Team it 

with pencil pineapple skirt and sandals to tap the house's rock 'n' roll 

verve.

SIZE: S, M, L, XL, XXL 

 - BUTTONS: 100% corozo, vegetable buttons

DESCRIPTION: 

DETAILS: - COMPOSITION: 100% ENKA viscose

Art. 029- WSB
Octopus Wood Silk Blouse 



DESCRIPTION: 

WHY WE LOVE IT

SIZE: S, M, L, XL, XXL 

 - BUTTONS: 100% corozo, vegetable buttons

DETAILS: - COMPOSITION: 100% Bamboo silk

Benedetti Life's white blouse is crafted from fluid bamboo silk with a 

neat point collar and a concealed front placket for a pared-back look. 

Team it with slim-leg trousers and platform sandals to tap the house's 

romantic verve.

 - COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Slovenia (EU)

Art. 029- BSB
Bamboo Silk Blouse

 - COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Slovenia (EU)

WHY WE LOVE IT

Benedetti Life's blouse is crafted from fluid wood silk with a neat point 

collar and a concealed front placket for a pared-back look. Team it 

with pencil pineapple skirt and sandals to tap the house's rock 'n' roll 

verve.

SIZE: S, M, L, XL, XXL 

 - BUTTONS: 100% corozo, vegetable buttons

DESCRIPTION: 

DETAILS: - COMPOSITION: 100% ENKA viscose

Art. 029- WSB
Octopus Wood Silk Blouse 



DESCRIPTION: 

WHY WE LOVE IT

DETAILS: - COMPOSITION: 100% ENKA viscose

 - BUTTONS: 100% corozo, vegetable buttons

 - COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Slovenia (EU)

With this lightweight wood silk blouse on hand, elegant outfits are only 

a moment away. Its flattering, semi-fitted shape takes full advantage of 

the natural drape of the fabric. Sophistication comes with a keyhole 

opening and fabric-covered buttons at the cu�s. For a statement finish, 

there's an attached neck tie in matching material, which you can do up 

neatly in a bow or leave loose and relaxed.

SIZE: S, M, L, XL, XXL 

Art. 029- OWB
Octopus Wood Silk Blouse 

�is lightblouse o�ers a modern retelling. It's crafted locally for a 

comfort fit with a high neck, then finished with a front button fastening.

�e label's signature is GOTS-certified organic cotton – the highest 

standard for clean cotton production. With some pencil trousers as 

part of a commanding dinner-party look.

SIZE: S, M, L, XL, XXL, XXXL 

WHY WE LOVE IT

DETAILS: - COMPOSITION: 100% organic cotton, GOTS

 - COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Slovenia (EU)

DESCRIPTION: 

 - BUTTONS: 100% corozo, vegetable buttons

Art. 032- LOB
Long Organic Blouse



DESCRIPTION: 

WHY WE LOVE IT

DETAILS: - COMPOSITION: 100% ENKA viscose

 - BUTTONS: 100% corozo, vegetable buttons

 - COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Slovenia (EU)

With this lightweight wood silk blouse on hand, elegant outfits are only 

a moment away. Its flattering, semi-fitted shape takes full advantage of 

the natural drape of the fabric. Sophistication comes with a keyhole 

opening and fabric-covered buttons at the cu�s. For a statement finish, 

there's an attached neck tie in matching material, which you can do up 

neatly in a bow or leave loose and relaxed.

SIZE: S, M, L, XL, XXL 

Art. 029- OWB
Octopus Wood Silk Blouse 

�is lightblouse o�ers a modern retelling. It's crafted locally for a 

comfort fit with a high neck, then finished with a front button fastening.

�e label's signature is GOTS-certified organic cotton – the highest 

standard for clean cotton production. With some pencil trousers as 

part of a commanding dinner-party look.

SIZE: S, M, L, XL, XXL, XXXL 

WHY WE LOVE IT

DETAILS: - COMPOSITION: 100% organic cotton, GOTS

 - COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Slovenia (EU)

DESCRIPTION: 

 - BUTTONS: 100% corozo, vegetable buttons

Art. 032- LOB
Long Organic Blouse



Benedetti Lifeoctopus bluevest, which is rendered with a back and 

lining of organic cotton. It's crafted from soft breathable organic cotton 

with a V-neck and secures with vegetable buttons that create a fishtail 

hem. Wear it with the coordinating trousers and a pussy-bow blouse for 

maximum e�ect.

SIZE: S, M, L, XL, XXL

DESCRIPTION: 

WHY WE LOVE IT

 - PRINT: water-based digital printingin Italy

 - COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Slovenia (EU)

DETAILS: - COMPOSITION: 100% organic cotton, GOTS

 - BUTTONS: 100% corozo, vegetable buttons

Art. 050-OCV
Organic Cotton Vest 

DESCRIPTION: 

 - PRINT: water-based digital printingin Italy

 - COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Slovenia (EU)

DETAILS: - COMPOSITION: 100% organic cotton, GOTS

Benedetti Lifeoctopus vest, which is rendered with a back and lining of 

organic cotton. It's crafted from soft breathable organic cotton with a 

V-neck and secures with vegetable buttons that create a fishtail hem. 

Wear it with the coordinating trousers and a pussy-bow blouse for 

maximum e�ect. 

WHY WE LOVE IT

SIZE:  ,   S, M, L XL, XXL

 - BUTTONS: 100% corozo, vegetable buttons

Art. 037-OOCV
Octopus Organic Cotton Vest  



Benedetti Lifeoctopus bluevest, which is rendered with a back and 

lining of organic cotton. It's crafted from soft breathable organic cotton 

with a V-neck and secures with vegetable buttons that create a fishtail 

hem. Wear it with the coordinating trousers and a pussy-bow blouse for 

maximum e�ect.

SIZE: S, M, L, XL, XXL

DESCRIPTION: 

WHY WE LOVE IT

 - PRINT: water-based digital printingin Italy

 - COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Slovenia (EU)

DETAILS: - COMPOSITION: 100% organic cotton, GOTS

 - BUTTONS: 100% corozo, vegetable buttons

Art. 050-OCV
Organic Cotton Vest 

DESCRIPTION: 

 - PRINT: water-based digital printingin Italy

 - COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Slovenia (EU)

DETAILS: - COMPOSITION: 100% organic cotton, GOTS

Benedetti Lifeoctopus vest, which is rendered with a back and lining of 

organic cotton. It's crafted from soft breathable organic cotton with a 

V-neck and secures with vegetable buttons that create a fishtail hem. 

Wear it with the coordinating trousers and a pussy-bow blouse for 

maximum e�ect. 

WHY WE LOVE IT

SIZE:  ,   S, M, L XL, XXL

 - BUTTONS: 100% corozo, vegetable buttons

Art. 037-OOCV
Octopus Organic Cotton Vest  



Trousers &
    Abaya

Trousers & Abaya



Trousers &
    Abaya

Trousers & Abaya



WHY WE LOVE IT

DESCRIPTION: 

�ese light palazzo trousers are from Benedetti Life's Octopus 

collection, a display point of view on femininity. It's crafted from textile 

made with wood, a material that o�ers graceful volume as well as 

coverage for the warm temperatures. Wear it with a tucked-in blouse 

and sandals to channel the collection's look.

 - COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Slovenia (EU)

DETAILS: - COMPOSITION: 100% ENKA viscose

SIZE: S, M, L, XL, XXL 

Art. 021-OPT
Octopus Wood Palazzo Trousers

SIZE: S, M, L, XL

DESCRIPTION: 

Crafted from a bamboo silk that feels soft and smooth, this high waist 

trousersare both elegant and comfortable. Better still, they come in a 

choice of statement, season-ready shades and standout prints. �e 

fabric is naturally breathable and animal free.

 - PRINT: water-based digital printingin Italy

WHY WE LOVE IT

DETAILS: - COMPOSITION: 100% Bamboo silk

 - COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Slovenia (EU)

Art. 065-OWT
Octopus Bamboo  Silk Trousers 



WHY WE LOVE IT

DESCRIPTION: 

�ese light palazzo trousers are from Benedetti Life's Octopus 

collection, a display point of view on femininity. It's crafted from textile 

made with wood, a material that o�ers graceful volume as well as 

coverage for the warm temperatures. Wear it with a tucked-in blouse 

and sandals to channel the collection's look.

 - COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Slovenia (EU)

DETAILS: - COMPOSITION: 100% ENKA viscose

SIZE: S, M, L, XL, XXL 

Art. 021-OPT
Octopus Wood Palazzo Trousers

SIZE: S, M, L, XL

DESCRIPTION: 

Crafted from a bamboo silk that feels soft and smooth, this high waist 

trousersare both elegant and comfortable. Better still, they come in a 

choice of statement, season-ready shades and standout prints. �e 

fabric is naturally breathable and animal free.

 - PRINT: water-based digital printingin Italy

WHY WE LOVE IT

DETAILS: - COMPOSITION: 100% Bamboo silk

 - COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Slovenia (EU)

Art. 065-OWT
Octopus Bamboo  Silk Trousers 



DESCRIPTION: 

WHY WE LOVE IT

SIZE: S, M, L, XL 

Crafted from a wood silk that feels soft and smooth, this high waist 

trousersare both elegant and comfortable. Better still, they come in a 

choice of statement. �e fabric is naturally breathable and sustainable.

 - COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Slovenia (EU)

 - COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Slovenia (EU)

DETAILS: - COMPOSITION: 100% ENKA viscose

Art. 065-VT
Vegan Silk Trousers

World: meet ankles. �ese stylish ankle-skimmer trousers are a smart 

alternative to jeans, perfect for teaming with a button-down shirt 

during the week or a longline tunic come the weekend. �e piece is 

made of organic cotton, and presents a perfect combination of comfort, 

style, and resilience. 

DETAILS: - COMPOSITION: 100% organic cotton, GOTS

 - COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Slovenia (EU)

WHY WE LOVE IT

SIZE: S, M, L, XL, XXL

DESCRIPTION: 

Art. 008 PT
Vegan Pencil Trousers 



DESCRIPTION: 

WHY WE LOVE IT

SIZE: S, M, L, XL 

Crafted from a wood silk that feels soft and smooth, this high waist 

trousersare both elegant and comfortable. Better still, they come in a 

choice of statement. �e fabric is naturally breathable and sustainable.

 - COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Slovenia (EU)

 - COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Slovenia (EU)

DETAILS: - COMPOSITION: 100% ENKA viscose

Art. 065-VT
Vegan Silk Trousers

World: meet ankles. �ese stylish ankle-skimmer trousers are a smart 

alternative to jeans, perfect for teaming with a button-down shirt 

during the week or a longline tunic come the weekend. �e piece is 

made of organic cotton, and presents a perfect combination of comfort, 

style, and resilience. 

DETAILS: - COMPOSITION: 100% organic cotton, GOTS

 - COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Slovenia (EU)

WHY WE LOVE IT

SIZE: S, M, L, XL, XXL

DESCRIPTION: 

Art. 008 PT
Vegan Pencil Trousers 



SIZE: S, M, L, XL , XXL

WHY WE LOVE IT

 - COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Slovenia (EU)

.World: meet ankles. �ese stylish ankle-skimmer trousers are a smart 

alternative to jeans, perfect for teaming with a button-down shirt 

during the week or a longline tunic come the weekend. �e piece is 

made of organic cotton, and presents a perfect combination of comfort, 

style, and resilience. Furnished with two front pockets and belt loops.

 - PRINT: water-based digital printingin Italy

DESCRIPTION: 

DETAILS: - COMPOSITION: 100% organic cotton, GOTS

Art. 008- OPT
Octopus Organic Pencil Trousers

  - COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Slovenia (EU)

DESCRIPTION: 

DETAILS: - COMPOSITION: 100% organic cotton, GOTS

SIZE: S, M, L, XL, XXL

WHY WE LOVE IT

 - PRINT: water-based digital printingin Italy

�is striking swabbies pants are made of organic cotton, and is a 

perfect combination of comfort, 70's style, and resilience. You can host 

that party, give that presentation, and take on all of life's little 

challenges without losing your sophisticated cool.

Art. 003- OST
Octopus Organic Swabbies Trousers 



SIZE: S, M, L, XL , XXL

WHY WE LOVE IT

 - COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Slovenia (EU)

.World: meet ankles. �ese stylish ankle-skimmer trousers are a smart 

alternative to jeans, perfect for teaming with a button-down shirt 

during the week or a longline tunic come the weekend. �e piece is 

made of organic cotton, and presents a perfect combination of comfort, 

style, and resilience. Furnished with two front pockets and belt loops.

 - PRINT: water-based digital printingin Italy

DESCRIPTION: 

DETAILS: - COMPOSITION: 100% organic cotton, GOTS

Art. 008- OPT
Octopus Organic Pencil Trousers

  - COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Slovenia (EU)

DESCRIPTION: 

DETAILS: - COMPOSITION: 100% organic cotton, GOTS

SIZE: S, M, L, XL, XXL

WHY WE LOVE IT

 - PRINT: water-based digital printingin Italy

�is striking swabbies pants are made of organic cotton, and is a 

perfect combination of comfort, 70's style, and resilience. You can host 

that party, give that presentation, and take on all of life's little 

challenges without losing your sophisticated cool.

Art. 003- OST
Octopus Organic Swabbies Trousers 



�is stunning and animal free Abaya is cut in a A line shape to 

facilitate all of your styling needs. Abaya is crafted from soft 

sustainable viscose made with wood pulp; this is a new 

environmentally friendly fiber within minimal pollution in the 

manufacturing process.

SIZE: ONE SIZE

WHY WE LOVE IT

DESCRIPTION: 

 - COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Slovenia (EU)

DETAILS: - COMPOSITION: 100% ENKA viscose

Art. 012- WA
Wood Silk Abaya  

WHY WE LOVE IT

 - COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Slovenia (EU)

DESCRIPTION: 

�is stunning and animal free Abaya is cut in a A line shape to 

facilitate all of your styling needs. Abaya is crafted from soft 

sustainable viscose made with wood pulp; this is a new 

environmentally friendly fiber within minimal pollution in the 

manufacturing process.

 - PRINT: water-based digital printingin Italy

DETAILS: - COMPOSITION: 100% ENKA viscose

SIZE: ONE SIZE

Art. 012- OWA
Octopus Wood Silk Abaya  



�is stunning and animal free Abaya is cut in a A line shape to 

facilitate all of your styling needs. Abaya is crafted from soft 

sustainable viscose made with wood pulp; this is a new 

environmentally friendly fiber within minimal pollution in the 

manufacturing process.

SIZE: ONE SIZE

WHY WE LOVE IT

DESCRIPTION: 

 - COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Slovenia (EU)

DETAILS: - COMPOSITION: 100% ENKA viscose

Art. 012- WA
Wood Silk Abaya  

WHY WE LOVE IT

 - COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Slovenia (EU)

DESCRIPTION: 

�is stunning and animal free Abaya is cut in a A line shape to 

facilitate all of your styling needs. Abaya is crafted from soft 

sustainable viscose made with wood pulp; this is a new 

environmentally friendly fiber within minimal pollution in the 

manufacturing process.

 - PRINT: water-based digital printingin Italy

DETAILS: - COMPOSITION: 100% ENKA viscose

SIZE: ONE SIZE

Art. 012- OWA
Octopus Wood Silk Abaya  



Blazers &
Jackets

Blazers & Jackets



Blazers &
Jackets

Blazers & Jackets



DESCRIPTION: 

WHY WE LOVE IT
Tailored fit andcrafted from a supersoft and breathable organic cotton 

this multifunctional blazer epitomizes the playful nature of the 

environmentally friendly octopuscollection. Single-breasted bodice 

closes with a vegetable ivory button and completes with organic cotton 

lining. Two flap pockets and removable zipped-on sides broaden the 

range of the blazer's possible uses and styles.

SIZE: S, M, L, XL, XXL

DETAILS: - COMPOSITION: 100% organic cotton, GOTS

 - PRINT: water-based digital printing in Italy

 - LINING: 100% organic cotton, GOTS

 - COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Slovenia (EU)

 - BUTTON: 100% corozo, vegetable buttons

Art. 001- OMB
Octopus Multifunctional Organic Blazer 

WHY WE LOVE IT

DESCRIPTION: 

SIZE: S, M, L, XL

Crafted from a bamboo silk that feels soft and smooth, this 

octopusblazer is both elegant and comfortable. Say goodbye to boring 

work clothes with our modernblazer. Because we're confident in the 

quality of our fabrics and want you to be wearing this jacket for years to 

come, it is designed timeless. You just have to make the choice between a 

black colour or octopus pattern.

DETAILS: - COMPOSITION: 100% Bamboo silk

 - PRINT: water-based digital printingin Italy

 - COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Slovenia (EU)

Art. 063-OWOB
Octopus Bamboo Silk Blazer 



DESCRIPTION: 

WHY WE LOVE IT
Tailored fit andcrafted from a supersoft and breathable organic cotton 

this multifunctional blazer epitomizes the playful nature of the 

environmentally friendly octopuscollection. Single-breasted bodice 

closes with a vegetable ivory button and completes with organic cotton 

lining. Two flap pockets and removable zipped-on sides broaden the 

range of the blazer's possible uses and styles.

SIZE: S, M, L, XL, XXL

DETAILS: - COMPOSITION: 100% organic cotton, GOTS

 - PRINT: water-based digital printing in Italy

 - LINING: 100% organic cotton, GOTS

 - COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Slovenia (EU)

 - BUTTON: 100% corozo, vegetable buttons

Art. 001- OMB
Octopus Multifunctional Organic Blazer 

WHY WE LOVE IT

DESCRIPTION: 

SIZE: S, M, L, XL

Crafted from a bamboo silk that feels soft and smooth, this 

octopusblazer is both elegant and comfortable. Say goodbye to boring 

work clothes with our modernblazer. Because we're confident in the 

quality of our fabrics and want you to be wearing this jacket for years to 

come, it is designed timeless. You just have to make the choice between a 

black colour or octopus pattern.

DETAILS: - COMPOSITION: 100% Bamboo silk

 - PRINT: water-based digital printingin Italy

 - COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Slovenia (EU)

Art. 063-OWOB
Octopus Bamboo Silk Blazer 



DESCRIPTION: 

SIZE: S, M, L, XL 

 - COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Slovenia (EU)

WHY WE LOVE IT

DETAILS: - COMPOSITION: 100% ENKA viscose

Crafted from a wood silk that feels soft and smooth, this Benedetti Life 

blazer is both elegant and comfortable. Say goodbye to boring work 

clothes with our modern blazer. Because we're confident in the quality 

of our fabrics and want you to be wearing this jacket for years to come, 

it is designed timeless. You just have to make the choice between a black 

colour or octopus pattern.

Art. 063-VSB
Vegan Silk Blazer

WHY WE LOVE IT

SIZE: S, M, L, XL

 - PRINT: water-based digital printingin Italy

 - COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Slovenia (EU)

DETAILS: - COMPOSITION: 100% Organic cotton

DESCRIPTION: 

Crafted from a organic cotton that feels soft and smooth, this 

octopusblazer is both elegant and comfortable. Say goodbye to boring 

work clothes with our modern blazer.

Art. 064-OOB
Octopus Organic Blazer 



DESCRIPTION: 

SIZE: S, M, L, XL 

 - COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Slovenia (EU)

WHY WE LOVE IT

DETAILS: - COMPOSITION: 100% ENKA viscose

Crafted from a wood silk that feels soft and smooth, this Benedetti Life 

blazer is both elegant and comfortable. Say goodbye to boring work 

clothes with our modern blazer. Because we're confident in the quality 

of our fabrics and want you to be wearing this jacket for years to come, 

it is designed timeless. You just have to make the choice between a black 

colour or octopus pattern.

Art. 063-VSB
Vegan Silk Blazer

WHY WE LOVE IT

SIZE: S, M, L, XL

 - PRINT: water-based digital printingin Italy

 - COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Slovenia (EU)

DETAILS: - COMPOSITION: 100% Organic cotton

DESCRIPTION: 

Crafted from a organic cotton that feels soft and smooth, this 

octopusblazer is both elegant and comfortable. Say goodbye to boring 

work clothes with our modern blazer.

Art. 064-OOB
Octopus Organic Blazer 



Crafted to see you through many autumns or springs, this organic 

cotton jacket has a full lining, so you stay toasty even on the chilliest of 

days. It has a hip-grazing length and sleeves with comfortable 

shoulders, so it's perfect for layering. �e fabric is skin friendly, 

biodegradable and breathable.

SIZE: S, M, L, XL, XXL 

DESCRIPTION: 

WHY WE LOVE IT

DETAILS: - COMPOSITION: 100% organic cotton, GOTS

 - COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Slovenia (EU)

Art. 018-EOJ
Embroidered Organic Jacket 

DESCRIPTION: 

Crafted to see you through many autumns or springs, this organic 

cotton jacket has a full lining, so you stay toasty even on the chilliest of 

days. It has a hip-grazing length and sleeves with comfortable 

shoulders, so it's perfect for layering. �e fabric is skin friendly, 

biodegradable and breathable.

 - COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Slovenia (EU)

SIZE: S, M, L, XL, XXL

WHY WE LOVE IT

DETAILS: - COMPOSITION: 100% organic cotton, GOTS

Art. 018-SOJ
Single-breasted Organic Jacket  



Crafted to see you through many autumns or springs, this organic 

cotton jacket has a full lining, so you stay toasty even on the chilliest of 

days. It has a hip-grazing length and sleeves with comfortable 

shoulders, so it's perfect for layering. �e fabric is skin friendly, 

biodegradable and breathable.

SIZE: S, M, L, XL, XXL 

DESCRIPTION: 

WHY WE LOVE IT

DETAILS: - COMPOSITION: 100% organic cotton, GOTS

 - COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Slovenia (EU)

Art. 018-EOJ
Embroidered Organic Jacket 

DESCRIPTION: 

Crafted to see you through many autumns or springs, this organic 

cotton jacket has a full lining, so you stay toasty even on the chilliest of 

days. It has a hip-grazing length and sleeves with comfortable 

shoulders, so it's perfect for layering. �e fabric is skin friendly, 

biodegradable and breathable.

 - COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Slovenia (EU)

SIZE: S, M, L, XL, XXL

WHY WE LOVE IT

DETAILS: - COMPOSITION: 100% organic cotton, GOTS

Art. 018-SOJ
Single-breasted Organic Jacket  



SIZE: S, M, L, XL, XXL 

Benedetti Life's pineapple leather biker jacket is rendered in gold and 

black, lending it an elevated mood and making it easy to wear with 

countless ensembles. It's cut to a slender silhouette with metal zipped 

pockets and a black lining. Layer it over a patterned dress to echo the 

runway styling,  then team it with o�-duty edits at the 

weekend.Piñatex® represents the latest technological solution in the 

search for a biodegradable replacement for leather.

DESCRIPTION: 

    100% organic cotton, GOTS

WHY WE LOVE IT

DETAILS: - COMPOSITION: 80% pineapple leaves 20% PLA

 - ZIP: Made in Italy

 - COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Slovenia (EU)

 - LINNING: 100% organic cotton, GOTS

Art. 049-PBJ
Pineapple Gold Biker Jacket 

 - LINNING: 100% organic cotton, GOTS

DESCRIPTION: 

 - PRINT: water-based digital printing in Italy

Benedetti Life's organic cotton  biker jacket is rendered in octopus 
pattern and black, lending it an elevated mood and making it easy to 
wear with countless ensembles. It's cut to a slender silhouette with 
metal zipped pockets and a black lining. Layer it over a patterned dress 
to echo the runway styling, then team it with o�-duty edits at the 
weekend.

DETAILS: - COMPOSITION:  100% organic cotton, GOTS

SIZE: S, M, L, XL, XXL

 - COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Slovenia (EU)
 - ZIP: Made in Italy

WHY WE LOVE IT

Art. 049-VBJ
Octopus Vegan Biker Jacket  



SIZE: S, M, L, XL, XXL 

Benedetti Life's pineapple leather biker jacket is rendered in gold and 

black, lending it an elevated mood and making it easy to wear with 

countless ensembles. It's cut to a slender silhouette with metal zipped 

pockets and a black lining. Layer it over a patterned dress to echo the 

runway styling,  then team it with o�-duty edits at the 

weekend.Piñatex® represents the latest technological solution in the 

search for a biodegradable replacement for leather.

DESCRIPTION: 

    100% organic cotton, GOTS

WHY WE LOVE IT

DETAILS: - COMPOSITION: 80% pineapple leaves 20% PLA

 - ZIP: Made in Italy

 - COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Slovenia (EU)

 - LINNING: 100% organic cotton, GOTS

Art. 049-PBJ
Pineapple Gold Biker Jacket 

 - LINNING: 100% organic cotton, GOTS

DESCRIPTION: 

 - PRINT: water-based digital printing in Italy

Benedetti Life's organic cotton  biker jacket is rendered in octopus 
pattern and black, lending it an elevated mood and making it easy to 
wear with countless ensembles. It's cut to a slender silhouette with 
metal zipped pockets and a black lining. Layer it over a patterned dress 
to echo the runway styling, then team it with o�-duty edits at the 
weekend.

DETAILS: - COMPOSITION:  100% organic cotton, GOTS

SIZE: S, M, L, XL, XXL

 - COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Slovenia (EU)
 - ZIP: Made in Italy

WHY WE LOVE IT

Art. 049-VBJ
Octopus Vegan Biker Jacket  



KnittwearKnittwear



KnittwearKnittwear



Benedetti Life knits this organic cotton cardigan from fine yarn that is 

dyed in black non-toxic colour. Crafted locally, it has ribs along the V-

neck and buttoned placket.

DESCRIPTION: 

WHY WE LOVE IT

DETAILS: - COMPOSITION:  100% organic cotton, GOTS

 - BUTTONS: 100% corozo, vegetable buttons

SIZE:  ,   S, M, L XL, XXL

 -COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Slovenia (EU)

Art. 026-OC
Organic Cardigan  

SIZE:  ,   S, M, L XL, XXL

 -COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Slovenia (EU)

WHY WE LOVE IT

Benedetti's sweaterIt's spun from softyarns – including organic cotton 

– to a subtly oversized silhouette with a relaxed shoulder profile, then 

finished with classic ribbed edges. Choose it to impart cool-weather 

ensembles with the sustainable label's refined aesthetic.

DESCRIPTION: 

DETAILS: - COMPOSITION:  100% organic cotton, GOTS

Art. 052-OLS
Oversized Life Organic Sweater  



Benedetti Life knits this organic cotton cardigan from fine yarn that is 

dyed in black non-toxic colour. Crafted locally, it has ribs along the V-

neck and buttoned placket.

DESCRIPTION: 

WHY WE LOVE IT

DETAILS: - COMPOSITION:  100% organic cotton, GOTS

 - BUTTONS: 100% corozo, vegetable buttons

SIZE:  ,   S, M, L XL, XXL

 -COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Slovenia (EU)

Art. 026-OC
Organic Cardigan  

SIZE:  ,   S, M, L XL, XXL

 -COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Slovenia (EU)

WHY WE LOVE IT

Benedetti's sweaterIt's spun from softyarns – including organic cotton 

– to a subtly oversized silhouette with a relaxed shoulder profile, then 

finished with classic ribbed edges. Choose it to impart cool-weather 

ensembles with the sustainable label's refined aesthetic.

DESCRIPTION: 

DETAILS: - COMPOSITION:  100% organic cotton, GOTS

Art. 052-OLS
Oversized Life Organic Sweater  



DESCRIPTION: 

WHY WE LOVE IT

Benedetti's sweaterit's spun from softyarns – including organic cotton 

– to a subtly oversized silhouette with a relaxed shoulder profile, then 

finished with classic ribbed edges. Choose it to impart cool-weather 

ensembles with the sustainable label's refined aesthetic.

SIZE:  ,   S, M, L XL, XXL

DETAILS: - COMPOSITION:  100% organic cotton, GOTS

 -COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Slovenia (EU)

Art. 052-OOS
Oversized Organic Cotton Sweater  

SIZE:  ,   S, M, L XL, XXL

DESCRIPTION: 

 -COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Slovenia (EU)

WHY WE LOVE IT

It's the perfectly slouchy silhouette that makes Benedetti's fine-knit 

organic cotton sweater such a chic proposition, day or night. It's shaped 

with a plunging V-neck that draws the eye down to the waist. Try it over 

an equally refined organic cotton pants.

DETAILS: - COMPOSITION:  100% organic cotton, GOTS

Art. 053-VOS
V-neck fine-knit organic cotton sweater  



DESCRIPTION: 

WHY WE LOVE IT

Benedetti's sweaterit's spun from softyarns – including organic cotton 

– to a subtly oversized silhouette with a relaxed shoulder profile, then 

finished with classic ribbed edges. Choose it to impart cool-weather 

ensembles with the sustainable label's refined aesthetic.

SIZE:  ,   S, M, L XL, XXL

DETAILS: - COMPOSITION:  100% organic cotton, GOTS

 -COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Slovenia (EU)

Art. 052-OOS
Oversized Organic Cotton Sweater  

SIZE:  ,   S, M, L XL, XXL

DESCRIPTION: 

 -COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Slovenia (EU)

WHY WE LOVE IT

It's the perfectly slouchy silhouette that makes Benedetti's fine-knit 

organic cotton sweater such a chic proposition, day or night. It's shaped 

with a plunging V-neck that draws the eye down to the waist. Try it over 

an equally refined organic cotton pants.

DETAILS: - COMPOSITION:  100% organic cotton, GOTS

Art. 053-VOS
V-neck fine-knit organic cotton sweater  



DESCRIPTION: 

WHY WE LOVE IT

SIZE: S-M, L-XL, XXL-XXXL

DETAILS: - COMPOSITION:  100% organic cotton, GOTS

It's the perfectly slim fit silhouette that makes Benedetti's fine-knit 

organic cottonturtle neck such a chic proposition, day or night. Try it 

over an equally refined organic cotton trousers.

 -COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Slovenia (EU)

Art. 054-TKO
Turtle-neck fine-knit organic cotton  

DESCRIPTION: 

It's the perfectly slim fit silhouette that makes Benedetti's fine-knit 

organic cottonturtle neck such a chic proposition, day or night. Try it 

over an equally refined organic cotton trousers.

SIZE: S-M, L-XL, XXL-XXXL

DETAILS: - COMPOSITION:  100% organic cotton, GOTS

 -COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Slovenia (EU)

WHY WE LOVE IT

Art. 054-OTN
Organic Turtle-neck   



DESCRIPTION: 

WHY WE LOVE IT

SIZE: S-M, L-XL, XXL-XXXL

DETAILS: - COMPOSITION:  100% organic cotton, GOTS

It's the perfectly slim fit silhouette that makes Benedetti's fine-knit 

organic cottonturtle neck such a chic proposition, day or night. Try it 

over an equally refined organic cotton trousers.

 -COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Slovenia (EU)

Art. 054-TKO
Turtle-neck fine-knit organic cotton  

DESCRIPTION: 

It's the perfectly slim fit silhouette that makes Benedetti's fine-knit 

organic cottonturtle neck such a chic proposition, day or night. Try it 

over an equally refined organic cotton trousers.

SIZE: S-M, L-XL, XXL-XXXL

DETAILS: - COMPOSITION:  100% organic cotton, GOTS

 -COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Slovenia (EU)

WHY WE LOVE IT

Art. 054-OTN
Organic Turtle-neck   



T-shirt &
Sweat Shirts

T-shirt & Sweat Shirts



T-shirt &
Sweat Shirts

T-shirt & Sweat Shirts



A comfortable sweatertthat makes a statement? Step right this way. 

With its semi-fitted fit, this is an everyday-easy style. And, as it's 

crafted from pure organic cotton, it's breathable and oh-so-soft, too. 

SIZE:  ,  S, M, L XL

DESCRIPTION: 

 - COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Slovenia (EU)

 - PRINT: water-based digital printing

DETAILS: - COMPOSITION: 100% Combed Organic Cotton

WHY WE LOVE IT

Art. 068-DSS
Octopus dropped shoulder sweat shirt  

WHY WE LOVE IT

 - PRINT: water-based digital printing

�is Earth-friendly women's raglan T-shirt is made of 70% bamboo 

viscose and 30% organic certified cotton and water-based digital 

printed. �e T-shirt was manufactured using only renewable green 

energy from wind and solar power.

DESCRIPTION: 

 - MADE in India

 - PRINTED: in Slovenia

DETAILS: - COMPOSITION: 70% bamboo silk 30% organic cotton

SIZE: S, M, L, XL

Art. 041-OTSW
Octopus Bamboo T-shirt 



A comfortable sweatertthat makes a statement? Step right this way. 

With its semi-fitted fit, this is an everyday-easy style. And, as it's 

crafted from pure organic cotton, it's breathable and oh-so-soft, too. 

SIZE:  ,  S, M, L XL

DESCRIPTION: 

 - COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Slovenia (EU)

 - PRINT: water-based digital printing

DETAILS: - COMPOSITION: 100% Combed Organic Cotton

WHY WE LOVE IT

Art. 068-DSS
Octopus dropped shoulder sweat shirt  

WHY WE LOVE IT

 - PRINT: water-based digital printing

�is Earth-friendly women's raglan T-shirt is made of 70% bamboo 

viscose and 30% organic certified cotton and water-based digital 

printed. �e T-shirt was manufactured using only renewable green 

energy from wind and solar power.

DESCRIPTION: 

 - MADE in India

 - PRINTED: in Slovenia

DETAILS: - COMPOSITION: 70% bamboo silk 30% organic cotton

SIZE: S, M, L, XL

Art. 041-OTSW
Octopus Bamboo T-shirt 



DETAILS: - COMPOSITION: 70% bamboo silk 30% organic cotton

WHY WE LOVE IT

 - MADE in India

SIZE:  ,  S, M, L XL

 - PRINTED: in Slovenia

DESCRIPTION: 

�is Earth-friendly women's raglan T-shirt is made of 70% bamboo 

viscose and 30% organic certified cotton and water-based digital 

printed. �e T-shirt was manufactured using only renewable green 

energy from wind and solar power.

 - PRINT: water-based digital printing

Art. 041-OBT
Octopus Bamboo T-shirt  

WHY WE LOVE IT

DESCRIPTION: 

 - PRINT: water-based digital printing

SIZE: S, M, L, XL

DETAILS: - COMPOSITION: 70% bamboo silk 30% organic cotton

�is Earth-friendly women's raglan T-shirt is made of 70% bamboo 

viscose and 30% organic certified cotton and water-based digital 

printed. �e T-shirt was manufactured using only renewable green 

energy from wind and solar power.

 - MADE in India

 - PRINTED: in Slovenia

Art. 066-OOTW
OctopusOversize Bamboo TOP 



DETAILS: - COMPOSITION: 70% bamboo silk 30% organic cotton

WHY WE LOVE IT

 - MADE in India

SIZE:  ,  S, M, L XL

 - PRINTED: in Slovenia

DESCRIPTION: 

�is Earth-friendly women's raglan T-shirt is made of 70% bamboo 

viscose and 30% organic certified cotton and water-based digital 

printed. �e T-shirt was manufactured using only renewable green 

energy from wind and solar power.

 - PRINT: water-based digital printing

Art. 041-OBT
Octopus Bamboo T-shirt  

WHY WE LOVE IT

DESCRIPTION: 

 - PRINT: water-based digital printing

SIZE: S, M, L, XL

DETAILS: - COMPOSITION: 70% bamboo silk 30% organic cotton

�is Earth-friendly women's raglan T-shirt is made of 70% bamboo 

viscose and 30% organic certified cotton and water-based digital 

printed. �e T-shirt was manufactured using only renewable green 

energy from wind and solar power.

 - MADE in India

 - PRINTED: in Slovenia

Art. 066-OOTW
OctopusOversize Bamboo TOP 



�is Earth-friendly women's raglan T-shirt is made of 70% bamboo 

viscose and 30% organic certified cotton and water-based digital 

printed. �e T-shirt was manufactured using only renewable green 

energy from wind and solar power.

DESCRIPTION: 

WHY WE LOVE IT

SIZE:  ,  S, M, L XL

 - PRINT: water-based digital printing

 - MADE in India

DETAILS: - COMPOSITION: 70% bamboo silk, 30% organic cotton

 - PRINTED: in Slovenia

Art. 066-OOTB
OctopusOversize Bamboo TOP  

WHY WE LOVE IT

 - MADE in India

DETAILS: - COMPOSITION: 70% bamboo silk, 30% organic cotton

 - PRINT: water-based digital printing

 - PRINTED: in Slovenia

DESCRIPTION: 

�is Earth-friendly women's oversize T-shirt is made of 70% bamboo 

viscose and 30% organic certified cotton and water-based digital 

printed. �e T-shirt was manufactured using only renewable green 

energy from wind and solar power.

SIZE: ONE SIZE

Art. 067-OTS
Oversize Bamboo T-shirt 



�is Earth-friendly women's raglan T-shirt is made of 70% bamboo 

viscose and 30% organic certified cotton and water-based digital 

printed. �e T-shirt was manufactured using only renewable green 

energy from wind and solar power.

DESCRIPTION: 

WHY WE LOVE IT

SIZE:  ,  S, M, L XL

 - PRINT: water-based digital printing

 - MADE in India

DETAILS: - COMPOSITION: 70% bamboo silk, 30% organic cotton

 - PRINTED: in Slovenia

Art. 066-OOTB
OctopusOversize Bamboo TOP  

WHY WE LOVE IT

 - MADE in India

DETAILS: - COMPOSITION: 70% bamboo silk, 30% organic cotton

 - PRINT: water-based digital printing

 - PRINTED: in Slovenia

DESCRIPTION: 

�is Earth-friendly women's oversize T-shirt is made of 70% bamboo 

viscose and 30% organic certified cotton and water-based digital 

printed. �e T-shirt was manufactured using only renewable green 

energy from wind and solar power.

SIZE: ONE SIZE

Art. 067-OTS
Oversize Bamboo T-shirt 



DESCRIPTION: 

�is Earth-friendly women's oversize T-shirt is made of 70% bamboo 

viscose and 30% organic certified cotton and water-based digital 

printed. �e T-shirt was manufactured using only renewable green 

energy from wind and solar power.

 - PRINT: water-based digital printing

 - MADE in India

SIZE: ONE SIZE

WHY WE LOVE IT

 - PRINTED: in Slovenia

DETAILS: - COMPOSITION: 70% bamboo silk, 30% organic cotton

Art. 067-OOTS
Oversize Octopus Bamboo T-shirt  

Face MasksFace Masks



DESCRIPTION: 

�is Earth-friendly women's oversize T-shirt is made of 70% bamboo 

viscose and 30% organic certified cotton and water-based digital 

printed. �e T-shirt was manufactured using only renewable green 

energy from wind and solar power.

 - PRINT: water-based digital printing

 - MADE in India

SIZE: ONE SIZE

WHY WE LOVE IT

 - PRINTED: in Slovenia

DETAILS: - COMPOSITION: 70% bamboo silk, 30% organic cotton

Art. 067-OOTS
Oversize Octopus Bamboo T-shirt  

Face MasksFace Masks



SIZE: ONE SIZE

           bamboo jersey, width without straps: 23 cm

�e Benedetti Life two-layer face mask is made of GOTS-certified 

organic cotton – the highest standard for clean cotton production – 

and bamboo, with adjustable ear loops. It has a long service life, and 

can be washed and reused multiple times.�is is a pack of 1 non-

medical, reusable face mask. �is mask is not a protective mask. �e 

mask should be washed when moist. When wearing the mask do not 

touch it. A used and unwashed mask must not be shared with others. 

Face mask is made fair-trade and locally. Final Sale. �is item is not 

eligible for returns, exchanges, refunds or store credit.

 - PRINT: water-based digital printing

DESCRIPTION: 

WHY WE LOVE IT

 - PRINTED: in Italy

 - COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Slovenia (EU)

DETAILS: - COMPOSITION: 100% organic cotton, GOTS

           Width: 44cm with straps, height: 14 cm organic cotton + 4cm   

Art. 070-FMP
Octopus Washable Face Mask  

SIZE: ONE SIZE

 - COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Slovenia (EU)

�e Benedetti Life two-layer face mask is made of GOTS-certified 

organic cotton – the highest standard for clean cotton production – 

and bamboo, with adjustable ear loops. It has a long service life, and 

can be washed and reused multiple times.�is is a pack of 1 non-

medical, reusable face mask. �is mask is not a protective mask. �e 

mask should be washed when moist. When wearing the mask do not 

touch it. A used and unwashed mask must not be shared with others. 

Face mask is made fair-trade and locally. Final Sale. �is item is not 

eligible for returns, exchanges, refunds or store credit.

           Width: 44cm with straps, height: 14 cm organic cotton + 4cm   

DETAILS: - COMPOSITION: 100% organic cotton, GOTS

DESCRIPTION: 

WHY WE LOVE IT

           bamboo jersey, width without straps: 23 cm

 - PRINT: water-based digital printing

 - PRINTED: in Italy

Art. 070-FMB
Octopus Organic Washable Face Mask   



SIZE: ONE SIZE

           bamboo jersey, width without straps: 23 cm

�e Benedetti Life two-layer face mask is made of GOTS-certified 

organic cotton – the highest standard for clean cotton production – 

and bamboo, with adjustable ear loops. It has a long service life, and 

can be washed and reused multiple times.�is is a pack of 1 non-

medical, reusable face mask. �is mask is not a protective mask. �e 

mask should be washed when moist. When wearing the mask do not 

touch it. A used and unwashed mask must not be shared with others. 

Face mask is made fair-trade and locally. Final Sale. �is item is not 

eligible for returns, exchanges, refunds or store credit.

 - PRINT: water-based digital printing

DESCRIPTION: 

WHY WE LOVE IT

 - PRINTED: in Italy

 - COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Slovenia (EU)

DETAILS: - COMPOSITION: 100% organic cotton, GOTS

           Width: 44cm with straps, height: 14 cm organic cotton + 4cm   

Art. 070-FMP
Octopus Washable Face Mask  

SIZE: ONE SIZE

 - COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Slovenia (EU)

�e Benedetti Life two-layer face mask is made of GOTS-certified 

organic cotton – the highest standard for clean cotton production – 

and bamboo, with adjustable ear loops. It has a long service life, and 

can be washed and reused multiple times.�is is a pack of 1 non-

medical, reusable face mask. �is mask is not a protective mask. �e 

mask should be washed when moist. When wearing the mask do not 

touch it. A used and unwashed mask must not be shared with others. 

Face mask is made fair-trade and locally. Final Sale. �is item is not 

eligible for returns, exchanges, refunds or store credit.

           Width: 44cm with straps, height: 14 cm organic cotton + 4cm   

DETAILS: - COMPOSITION: 100% organic cotton, GOTS

DESCRIPTION: 

WHY WE LOVE IT

           bamboo jersey, width without straps: 23 cm

 - PRINT: water-based digital printing

 - PRINTED: in Italy

Art. 070-FMB
Octopus Organic Washable Face Mask   



We choose each material with intention and care

 to produce a responsibly made product.  When 

sourcing for our designs, we priorities cruelty- free, 

ecologically certified, recycled, and biodegradable 

fibers, and we do not use any fur, leather, or feathers. 

We want to protect animals, water, and soil, reduce 

waste and re-use plastic before it ends up in our 

oceans. We print carefully selected textiles with eco-

friendly water-based dyes. Digital printing reduces 

wastewater because the fabric doesn't need as many 

wash cycles, and there are no screens or colorants 

baths that require cleaning.

SustainabilitySustainability



We choose each material with intention and care

 to produce a responsibly made product.  When 

sourcing for our designs, we priorities cruelty- free, 

ecologically certified, recycled, and biodegradable 

fibers, and we do not use any fur, leather, or feathers. 

We want to protect animals, water, and soil, reduce 

waste and re-use plastic before it ends up in our 

oceans. We print carefully selected textiles with eco-

friendly water-based dyes. Digital printing reduces 

wastewater because the fabric doesn't need as many 

wash cycles, and there are no screens or colorants 

baths that require cleaning.

SustainabilitySustainability



VAT: SI 69363200

Facebook: Benedetti Life

Instagram: @benedetti.life

info@benedetti.life

Pinterest: Benedetti Life

 Company:

BENEDETTI Life d.o.o.

www.benedetti.life

Rožna dolina cesta II/19

Ljubljana, Slovenia

Contact Us:
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Styling by Metod Črešnar

MUA by Muhair

Models by Immortal Model Managment

Jewelry by OFR jewelry & zlatarstvo Skušek

Graphic design by Bojan Ceglar
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